PLACES THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO OTHER ARTISTS

FIND EXAMPLES OF THE PLACES LISTED BELOW THAT ARE EXPRESSED IN THE ARTWORK OF OTHER ARTISTS

Look at all of the art in the SCAC to find examples of the place-based art listed below. For every artwork you choose, write the title, artist name, year, and description of the work. As you complete the list below, take a NOFLASH picture of the artworks you choose for your assignment requirements.

Make sure the artworks you choose really do work as good examples of each of these categories.

An Indoor Space

**title** High Chair

**artist, year** Julie Blockmon, 2006

**description** A Baby in a high chair

An Outdoor Space Probably from Iowa

**title** Mrs. Chicken

**artist, year** Chloe Boo, 2015

**description** Third Place - Kindergarten

An Outdoor Space Probably NOT from Iowa

**title** Blush Edge

**artist, year** Keith Jokobson, 2016

**description** A picture of Kansas

A Manmade Place

**title** Blush Edge

**artist, year** Ethel Jacobs, 2016

**description** Sketch of a City

About a Place that I Want to Visit or See

**title** Winter Tree

**artist, year** Maddie Bohnek, 2015

**description** A tree in winter

Place-based Artwork that would Look Good in the Artroom

**title** Soul Catcher

**artist, year** Karen Chester, 2019

**description** I matches the colors of the classroom